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W rFT-F- k rc fIM 0 mir?
By Teresa W. Chan*
In the 21st century, the term "instant
gratification" is no longer an idle pipe dream, but,
an everyday reality. Technology allows us to indulge
every entertainment whim we have. With the
proliferation of digital video recorders (DVRs) such
as TiVo, television viewing has been revolutionized.
The viewer is no longer at the mercy of network
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television shows to some storage medium so that
it can be viewed at a time convenient to the
consumer (traditionally a feature performed by a
VCR). Further, DVRs also allow for trick modes
such as pausing liveT, instantly replaying interesting
scenes, and skipping advertisements. TiVo is
currently the most popular mainstream DVR. In
fact, TiVo is such a landmark of our technological
times that culturally defining television sitcoms such
as Friends' and Sex & the City have mentioned
TiVo by name (and in once case, dedicated an
entire episode to one character's "affair" with her
TiVo) 2.
But is TiVo really the godsend most
people seem to think it is? Is there something
more to this friendly television service provider
that is not immediately apparent? What if Scott
Peterson, who currently stands trial on criminal
murder charges, was subpoenaed for his TiVo
records to show that he almost solely watched
Law & Order, C.S.l.,and other crime shows? Would
the prosecutor be able to use this information to
suggest that Peterson had been "studying up" on
ways to commit a murder? What if the TiVo
records of a political candidate came to light during
elections and they reflected that this particular
candidate frequently watched the Playboy channel?
Would his opponents be able to use this
information to cast aspersions on his character?
Disturbingly, two cases, one of which is fairly recent,
prove the possibility of these Orwellian scenarios,
Shibley v. Time Inc.' and DoubleClick Inc. Privacy
Litigation.4 These two cases further highlight the
need for legislative action to protect individual
privacy from the dangers of consumer profiling
that is ultimately expressive of consumers'
personalities and habits.
Whether embarrassing or downright
damaging, what individuals do in their personal time
in the privacy of their homes should remain private.
A
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Just as most people would be uncomfortable with
the thought that their employers know every
website they visit, each keystroke they make, and
how much time they spend on each webpage, many
people are just as uncomfortable with the idea that
others could have access to their television viewing
habits.
TiVo is just one brand of a form of new
media known as "Interactive Television" (ITV). ITV
allows consumers to interact with their television,
which then allows the service provider to focus the
"While TiVo uploads a vie
formation, it learns about
habits, analyzes what thE
asked it to record, and su
programs that he may enj
content of programming and advertising to suit
individual preferences.' TiVo replaces the function
of the video cassette recorder (VCR) and stores
recorded programs on a computer hard drive rather
than videotape.6 The TiVo box plugs into the phone
line and makes a quick daily phone call to TiVo
headquarters, at no cost to the user to download
the latest program guide data. It also gives the viewer
listings up to twenty-one days in advance.7 During
those daily phone calls toTiVo headquarters, theTiVo
box also surreptitiously sends back certain
information about the viewer.
Just what is TiVo doing with all of this
information it collects about its viewers? There are
two types of suspect behavior that raise privacy
concerns: (I) the sale of aggregate dataTiVo collects
about its users, and (2) the level of scrutiny TiVo
gives toTiVo users' viewing habits. First, as of June
2003, TiVo began to offer advertisers and
broadcasters second-by-second information on the
commercials and shows its users were watching-
or skipping.8 Secondly, while TiVo uploads a viewer's
daily information, it learns about his viewing habits,
analyzes what the viewer has asked it to record,
and suggests other programs that he may enjoy
viewing.9 TiVo will then scan all available channels
and choose similar programs that the viewer might
like based on his past viewing habits and
automatically records these suggestions. 0 The fact
that TiVo has this capability leads to the inevitable
conclusion that they are creating (and storing) a
"viewer profile" of the TiVo user.
Part I of this Note provides a backdrop of
the different aspects of privacy law, focusing on the
federal statutory schemes that are applicable to the
issue of information gathering and the different
possible uses of that
information as a
violation of privacy
rights that haveier's daily in- appeared in similar
his viewing technology cases up to
this point in time. This
viewer has section will also focus
on the capabilities of
ggesis other TiVo in more depth.
oy viewing. Part II of the




to sell to advertisers
and networks in the form of aggregate data violates
privacy rights; and secondly, whether detailed
information gathering that allows TiVo to create a
"viewer profile," thereby allowing the service
provider to customize its service, is a violation of
privacy rights or contrary to public policy. This Note
supports the position that selling aggregate data need
not raise any privacy concerns, as the practices of
TiVo, by-and-large, accord with both the law and
sound public policy." However, the question of
whether TiVo violates privacy rights in tracking
viewer habits to the point where TiVo is able to
analyze a viewer's likes and dislikes, and then suggest
other shows that the viewer might enjoy and tailor
advertising towards that particular viewer, merits a
second look.
Part III of this Note explains that, although
TiVo has voluntarily chosen to impose the privacy
framework initially built to protect regular cable
television viewers, it is not enough to rely on TiVo's
continued self-regulation of its behavior. This section
suggests that federal privacy law should mirror the
present state of California law, which extends the
federal Cable Act to apply to "satellite systems" as
well as other ITV providers who use mediums other
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than simple cable or satellite. This type of legislation
would provide TiVo users the protection they
currently lack. Additionally, consumers should be
allowed to file civil lawsuits against companies that
violate the bill's privacy protections. As a final
safeguard, users should be able to have an
uncomplicated right of access to a viewer's "profile"
that has been created by TiVo (in regards to their
viewing habits) so viewers can correct any inaccurate
or potentially embarrassing information at their
discretion.
7e lchnIecic.% /-EDena
Privacy law has developed a great deal in
recent years to meet the needs created by
constantly evolving technology. Current law,
however, affords a TiVo user no such guarantee of
privacy.
Une the Common Laiw
It could be said that in 1890, SamuelWarren
and Louis Brandeis "created" common law privacy
rights in their oft-quoted article, "The Right to
Privacy."' In their article, Warren and Brandeis
describe privacy as the
"right to be let alone."
'" They argue for the
creation of a new ""
privacy right in Current
personal information
as a defense against a Ti\/o 1
the overzealous and
intrusive nature of the





classifying invasions of privacy into four distinct
causes of action in tort law.' The four categories
are: (I) intrusion upon one's seclusion or solitude,
(2) publicly disclosing private facts of one's life, (3)
placing another in a false light in the public eye, and
(4) appropriation of name or likeness.'6 The
Restatement (Second) of Torts later adopted these
four classifications. 7
The "intrusion upon seclusion' "8 cause of
action is the most relevant to TiVo's practice of
gathering information. The tort of intrusion occurs
when one "intentionally intrudes physically or
otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another
or his private affairs or concerns.. .if the intrusion
would be highly offensive to a reasonable person." 9
This form of privacy invasion focuses on the
manner in which the defendant obtains information
and implicates the "use of the defendant's senses,
with or without mechanical aids, to oversee or
overhear the plaintiff's private affairs."2 ° To be
actionable, the tort does not require any actual
disclosure of the information to a third party.2
The relatively demanding criterion of the
tort of intrusion prevents it from being brought
indiscriminately by plaintiffs. Not only must the
intrusion invade the zone of "private seclusion that
the plaintiff has thrown about his person or
affairs,' '2 but the intrusion must also be "highly
offensive to a reasonable person. 2 3 The standard
for "highly offensive" turns on whether the plaintiff
has a reasonable expectation of privacy against that
intrusion.
24
The Indiana Court of Appeals found that
"[i]t does not follow that a consumer gives up all
expectations of privacy, and therefore, waives all
[privacy] claims.. .when voluntarily revealing one's
affairs to a third party."2 Holdings in actions arising
out of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) also
law, however, affords
user no such guaran-
rivacy. 9
substantiate the existence of a reasonable
expectation of privacy against disclosure to the
private sector.26 The FOIA allows the public to
request copies of records in the possession of
federal agencies.27 The requested records are
released unless the record falls into one of the nine
exemptions set forth under the Act (e.g., personal
privacy, confidential business information, etc.). 8 In
the context of the government's disclosure of
personal information to the private sector, the
federal courts have found a reasonable expectation
of privacy in names and addresses, 9 in information
concerning private activities, and in activities taking
place in the home."
The Supreme Court's interpretation of the
Fourth Amendment's protection of the home has
never been tied to the exact quantity or quality of
information obtained." In Silverman v. United States,
for example, the Court made clear that any physical
invasion of the structure of the home, "by even a
fraction of an inch:' was too much.2 The Supreme
Court's line of cases shows that all details within the
home are intimate details, because the entire area is
held safe from the prying eyes of the government.3
For example, in Kyllo v. United States, police used a
thermal-imaging device
to discover an indoor
marijuana growing
operation from the IT e.h
street.3 4 The court L ]i T el
concluded that
obtaining information
about the interior of






constituted a search, at
least where the general
public did not use the technology. Since thermal
imaging technology was not in general public use,
such surveillance was a search and was
presumptively unreasonable without a warrant. 6 In
addition, the physical size or impersonal nature of an
object is largely irrelevant in determining whether a
detail is intimate. In United States v. Karo, the only
thing detected was a can of ether in the home. In
Arizona v. Hicks, the detection of the registration
number of a phonograph turntable went beyond
what lawfully present officers could observe in "plain
view."38 Despite the small and impersonal nature
of both the can of ether and the registration
number of the phonograph turntable, the Supreme
Court found that they were intimate details because
they were details of the home, as is information as
to how warm a person keeps his house.39
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Union: Pivzcyune th k d
States Constk~ution
The right to privacy is not explicitly granted
in the United States Constitution. However, the
United States Supreme Court, in Griswold v.
Connecticut, held that there were "zones of
privacy" created around "specific guarantees in the
Bill of Rights. '4' The Constitution only provides
protection from state actions that violate an
individual's privacy.4' As a result, no constitutional
privacy right attaches when the intruding party is a
private entity, such as TiVo.
The Supreme Court, however, has indicated
that it may be willing to find constitutional
protections of information privacy as it relates to
computer profiling by governmental entities arising
out of the Fourteenth Amendment and its guarantee
of due process. In California Bankers Association v.
Shultz, the Court, in dicta, expressed that an
information gathering program that expands the
scope of transaction data to include information
"reveal[ing] much about a person's activities,
associations, and beliefs" raises more difficult
constitutional questions.4 2 The Court seems to
anticipate that future technological encroachments
on privacy may be met with a more forcible
constitutional challenge, including questions of
violations of due process rights. In Whalen v. Roe,
Justice Brennan expressed this view in his
concurrence, stating, "The central storage and easy
accessibility of computerized data vastly increase
the potential for abuse of that information, and I am
not prepared to say that future developments will
t tto some dereof per-
sonal privacy deserves recogni-
tion as a basic princple of our
constitutional system
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not demonstrate the necessity of some curb on such
technology.
43
Although the Constitution's privacy
guarantees apply solely to invasions of personhood
by the government and not by the private sector,
the right to some
degree of personal
privacy deserves
recognition as a basic 6 The preci
principle of our
c o n stitu t io n a I tions of th
system. 44 Case law
further develops the remain ur
link between the lationthal
common law right of
privacy and collectior
constitutional
guarantees by attaching drafted ox
an "expectation of
privacy" that arises out
of the Fourth
Amendment.4 Because the rights enforced by the
states under the Ninth and Tenth Amendments are
rooted in basic constitutional protections, any
strengthening or expansion of information privacy-
related constitutional rights by the Supreme Court
will likely produce a corresponding level of
protection of information privacy by the states with
regard to actions arising out of the private sector. If
the Court hesitates to extend constitutional
protection to information privacy, the lower courts
likely mimic their behavior and will be unwilling to
extend similar protections in their interpretations
of the common law and the legislatures will hesitate
to expand the statutory protection of information
privacy.
C. ayng Down the Laiw: Frivzcy
Similar to the protection of privacy rights
afforded by the Constitution, many federal statutes
only regulate state actors, as opposed to private
ones.46 The precise boundaries and applications of
the federal statutes, however, remain unclear since
the federal legislation that touches on private entities'
collection or use of information is drafted on an ad-
hoc basis. 47 Thus, the legislation is reactive, rather
than prophylactic, and addresses narrow, industry-
specific privacy concerns. 4 Despite this uncertainty,
the operations of TiVo seem to fall within the scope
of the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984
("Cable Act") at first glance.49 However, because
TiVo is not a cable operator, TiVo's operations are
exempt from the limitations of the Cable Act.
se boundaries and applica-
ie federal statutes, however,
iclear since the federal legis-
t touches on private entities'
or use of information is
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The Cable Act establishes a comprehensive
framework for cable regulation and sets forth strong
protections for subscriber privacy by restricting the
collection, maintenance, and dissemination of
subscriber data-also called "personally identifiable
information" (PII). s0 The Cable Act defines the term
"personally identifiable information" as precluding
"any record of aggregate data which does not identify
particular persons.'5 ' Under the subscriber privacy
provisions of the Cable Act, cable operators must
inform their subscribers when they initially enter
into a contractual arrangement, and annually
thereafter, of the nature of the personally identifiable
information they collect about subscribers, 2 their
data disclosure practices, 3 and subscriber rights to
inspect and correct errors in such data. 4 The Act
bars cable operators from monitoring the viewing
habits of cable subscribers."5 Without subscriber
consent, cable operators are prohibited from using
the cable system to collect P11 about their
subscribers, except that which is necessary to render
cable service. 6
Additionally, without written or electronic
consent, current laws generally bar cable operators
from disclosure of such data to third parties. 7
Further, cable operators may disclose their mailing
lists to third parties only if they have given their
subscribers an opportunity to limit such disclosure,
and the disclosure does not reveal the viewing habits
or other transactions of the subscriber.8 However,
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the transmission of ITV will occur through various
media sources, including satellite links and telephone
lines, arguably evading
the protection of the
Cable Act. 9
AnotherCalifor
federal statute aimed at C
add ressing the
informational privacy of the n
issues is the Video
Privacy Protection Act new te
of 1988 ("Video





and sales."'6' This law
and similar state laws "arose out of disclosures relating
to the possible use of video rental information in
the confirmation hearings for Supreme Court
Justice-designate Robert Bork, and apparently
reflect[ed] perceptions that information on video
viewing habits are particularly private and personal."
62
D. Caring for the Citizens: Privacy
Protected by State Statutory Schemes
Some states have filled the gaps in federal
law by passing statutes in an attempt to guard citizens'
informational privacy rights from invasions by the
private sector. California is at the forefront of the
movement to regulate new technologies such as
ITV.63 On March 27, 2002, California State Senate
Bill 1090 ("S.B. 1090"), which became law on
October II, 2001, took effect despite stringent
opposition from several groups, including Microsoft
Corporation, America Online, Inc., and California
Cable Television Association.64 S.B. 1090 extends
the federal Cable Act to "satellite system[s]," which
include a broader array of media used to transmit
ITV.6' The bill also expands California's cable privacy
laws to prevent satellite companies from disclosing
any personal information or television viewing habits
to anyone but the individual customer, unless the
customer "opts in" and allows such information to
be collected and sold.66 Companies that violate the
bill's privacy guidelines are subject to a misdemeanor
penalty and up to a $3,000 fine.67 The bill also allows
individuals to file civil lawsuits against companies that
violate the bill's privacy protections. 68 S.B. 1090
directly addresses the privacy concerns surrounding
ITV, mandating stringent regulations on the
collection and use of personal information by
California ITV providers who use satellite or cable
mediums.6 9
E. o Thanks, Fm Watching My~
Prvacy.- Getting the Skinny On
Cookies
Internet users have also confronted
informational privacy issues for some time.
Computer files called "cookies" can expose the
identity of Internet users.7" World Wide Web
servers generate cookie files and store them on a
user's computer for future Web server access.
7
Cookies allow Web servers to recognize the user's
browser, provide the user with customized content,
and store information about the user.72 Often, users
do not notice this storage and access of personal
information because Web servers automatically
access cookies whenever the user connects to the
Web server.
73
Without overt disclosure on the user's part,
cookies generally do not reveal a user's specific
identity, and they cannot be used to determine other
sites the user has visited.74 There are, however, two
potential ways in which a cookie can be used to
discover a user's identity. First, cookies can recall
authentication or login information (e.g., name,
address, password, etc.) which could suggest the
user's identity.7 The user, however, must first
disclose the identifying information on the website
for a cookie to include this type of identifying
information. Secondly, an organization can cross-
reference the information in a cookie with names,
addresses, and consumer histories that exist in
nia is at the forefront
aovement to regulate
'chnologies such as
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separate marketing databases7 6 The Internet
advertising firm DoubleClick, which acquired a
massive marketing database through its purchase of
Abacus Direct, proposed such a method of user
identification.77
In a sense, Internet cookies are similar to
TiVo and their "customized" viewing suggestions.
Both technologies create a "memory" of the
consumer's preferences that, if ever compiled with
additional collected information from another sort
of service, might provide an unnervingly complete
profile of an individual. Despite the similarity to
Internet cookies, it is not certain how much weight
this resemblance will carry. While there is some
case law addressing Internet cookies, as of yet, no
legislation controls their use.
To increase the efficiency of communication
and commerce, computer databases and network
standards are making the identification of individuals
easier than ever.78 Databases and the sale of
database information have introduced significant
potential for large scale and detailed monitoring that
has never been possible.79 These technological
developments pose a serious threat to an individual's
anonymity and personal privacy by allowing
companies to create profiles of their consumers.8 °
Consumer
profiling is a growing
trend.8 ' Several
converging
technological and The introd
theoretical changes has create
have led to this
business trend.82 First, tionisnolc
transaction data is no
longer being looked at identity; r
simply as random bits as revealed
of information, but
rather as a commodity to individL
in and of itself. 83
Secondly, the data
warehouse is enabling
the processing and storage of data in ways
previously thought impossible.84 Finally, there is an
emerging unified market for the exchange and sale
of transaction data profiles."
Due to the fact that intimate details of a
person's activities, associations, and beliefs can be
revealed, profiling is extremely intrusive.8 6 Profiling,
therefore, could easily intrude into the zone of
seclusion where a person conducts his private
affairs. 7 Since the reasonable expectation of privacy
is often defined with reference to general social
norms, the high incidence of consumer discomfort
with profiling further demonstrates the strength of
the reasonable expectation of privacy in consumer
information. According to a Business WeekWHarris
poll, 82% of those surveyed expressed substantial
discomfort with "user profiling:' a practice in which
companies track and record users' online
movements while tied to a profile of the user
consisting of personal information such as name,
income, driver's license, credit data, and so forth.89
Looking at the kind of information collected
and how it is used reveals the nature of the threat
to privacy. However, certain legal scholars find that
there is no immediate danger since, "without the
context of the consumer culture, much of this
information is unexpressive, and the collection of it
should not cause alarm."90 On the other hand, privacy
is threatened when companies compile data into
profiles that reveal the individual's consumer and,
consequently, personal identity.
The introduction of consumer databases has
created a world in which consumption is no longer
a way of expressing one's identity; rather,
consumption patterns, as revealed by consumer
records, are tied to individuals' identities.9' On one
uction of consumer databases
I a world in which consump-
inger a way of expressing one's
ither, consumption patterns,
t by consumer records, are tied
tals' identities.
level, they reveal a person's response to the various
meanings that are embodied in products and
brands. 92 However, consumption patterns can also
reveal a person's socioeconomic status as well as
their "cultural and social inclinations."'9 3
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One legal scholar makes the analogy, "while
scattered bits of a puzzle are unintelligible, when they
are put together, a picture does emerge."94
Accordingly, legislative limits must be placed on the
compilation of records in third party databases.
Illustrative of this analogy is the difference between
the cases Shibley v. Time, Inc.9 6 and In re DoubleClick
Inc. Privacy Litigation.9 7 A differentiation of the two
practices, however, is flawed, since both practices
pave the way for the same questionable use of
information gathered by the companies.
In Shibley, the Ohio Court of Appeals held
that the disclosure of magazine subscription
information did not constitute a violation of the right
to privacy.98 Similarly, in DoubleClick, a New York
court determined that the defendant's use of cookies
to collect potentially personally-identifiable
information to build demographic profiles of Internet
users is permissible under federal law.99 Application
of the model of privacy proposed in this Note will
demonstrate that the practices involved in both
Shibley and DoubleClick are questionable due to
the possibility of aggregating information into
comprehensive profiles that convey consumers'
personalities and habits.
Shibley involved a magazine subscriber who
sued Time Inc., a subsidiary of Time Warner Inc. and
the preeminent magazine publisher in the world,
00
for selling lists of subscribers of certain magazines
to third parties.'0 The plaintiff claimed that this
practice constituted an invasion of privacy because
it amounted to a sale of individual "personality
profiles."'0 2 The plaintiff, Shibley, argued that "the
buyers of these lists are able to draw certain
conclusions about the financial position, social habits,
and general personality of the persons on the lists
by virtue of the fact that they subscribe to certain
publications.'" 03 The court held that even if
subscription information amounted to "personality
profiles:' the sale of such information does not rise
to the level of a privacy violation."° DoubleClick,
the most prominent case in the emerging field of
privacy regarding Internet cookies, involved a much
more expansive effort to collect and use
information.' DoubleClick, the largest provider of
Internet advertising products and services in the










Internet users. 0 7  It
would then use that
analyzed information to
target online
advertising.'0 8 In June
1999, DoubleClick
purchased Abacus
Direct Corp., a direct-marketing company that
maintained an extensive database, containing names,
addresses, telephone numbers, retail purchasing
habits and other personal information about
approximately ninety percent of American
households.'0 9  The plaintiffs claimed that
DoubleClick intended to merge the two databases
of online and offline profiles to create extremely
detailed profiles of Internet users' consumer
behaviors.'" The court dismissed the plaintiffs'
federal claims, holding that DoubleClick's activities
fell within the statutory exceptions.' Because the
defendants affiliated web sites were "users" of
Internet access under the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), and the
submissions containing "personal" data made by
users to defendants affiliated web sites were all
"intended" for those web sites, the web sites'
authorization was sufficient to except defendants
access under 18 U.S.C.S. §2701 (c)(2).''
2
Some legal scholars argue that the danger is
the scope of the violation of privacy, not the type of
violation. Therefore, some agree with the Shibley
decision but not with DoubleClick' '" However, their
46 Danger exists when any sort of in-
formation is compiled and put into
a database, since there is a poten-
tial avenue for someone to eventu-
ally put the pieces of the puzzle
together. 99
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theory fails to acknowledge that danger exists when
any sort of information is compiled and put into a
database, since there is a potential avenue for
someone to eventually put the pieces of the puzzle
together. DoubleClick's actions are more blatantly
egregious because the defendant made a deliberate
attempt to compile and sell comprehensive profiles
that embodied Internet users' consumer identities.
However, Shibley makes a move in the same direction
by making it possible for third parties to create a
similar comprehensive profile as was discussed in
DoubleClick
G. M~n te MDere
Nielsen Media Research is the leading
provider of information on television-viewing habits.
The national ratings service uses an electronic
measurement system called the Nielsen People
Meter" 4 These meters are placed in a sample of
5,100 households in the U.S., randomly selected and
recruited by Nielsen Media Research.'" The meter
is placed on each TV set in the sample household
and measures two things-what program or channel
is being watched, and who is watching." 6 Nielsen
Media Research collects audience estimates for
broadcast and cable networks, nationally distributed
syndicated programs and satellite distributors."
7
The identity of the TV source (broadcast,
cable, etc.) in the sample homes is continually
recorded by one part of the meter, which has been
calibrated to identify which station, network or
satellite each channel in the home carries." 8 The
meter also electronically monitors channel
changes." 9 Nielsen Media Research gathers and
maintains a database of information about the source
and time of telecast for TV programs. When this
information is combined with source tuning data
from the sample homes, Nelson Media Research
can then credit an identifiable audience to specific
TV programs. 20
An electronic "box" at each TV set in the
home and accompanying remote control units
measure the identity of the viewer.'2 ' Each family
member in the sample household correlates to a
personal viewing button on the People Meter.
22
Furthermore, the Nielsen Media Research
representative who recruits the household links the
assigned button to the age and sex of each person
in the household. 23 Whenever someone turns on
the television set, a red light flashes on the meter,
reminding viewers to press their assigned button to
indicate when they are watching television. 24
Additional buttons on the meter solicit viewers in a
sample home to report when they watch TV by
entering their age and sex and pushing a visitor
button. 121
The appeal of TiVo is its ability to facilitate
entertainment for today's busy consumer. OnceTiVo
records a program selected by the viewer, it enables
a viewer to watch the program at any time. It
therefore frees the viewer from the need to be in
front of the television at a certain time to watch his
favorite shows.
While this does not sound much different
than the VCR, TiVo users prefer TiVo to VCRs for
several reasons. The first of these factors is the
ease in programmingTiVo. To record a favorite show,
the user can browse by time, browse by channel,
search by title or search by genre. 26 If the user
consistently cannot watch the show "live:' the user
can opt to,"Get a Season Pass:' which instructs TiVo
to record more than one episode of the show.
27
Additionally, the user can tell TiVo to only record
new episodes, ensuring that no re-runs are
recorded. 2  The user can also do "Wishlist"
recordings by title, subject, director or actor.'29 For
instance, aTiVo user who is a football fan can set his
TiVo to automatically record every football game
with the words"UCLA" in the description, regardless
of what time, channel, or day it is broadcast. The
user can set it to record every movie that features
Russell Crowe, or every documentary about beta
fish or the ocean. The user can also start watching a
show on TiVo as it is still being recorded or watch
one show while TiVo records another.
While the perks and the convenience ofTiVo
are plentiful and varied, the use of TiVo is not
without disquieting concerns. Every time the viewer
chooses to record a show, the TiVo box
automatically marks the show as if the viewer has
given it a "thumbs up," regardless of whether
recording the show was a regular occurrence, a
one-time incident for a friend, or a mistake. ° Based
on the "thumbs up" report, TiVo begins to create
something akin to a user profile and suggests similar
shows that the viewer might also like.' TiVo can
even go so far as to tape every show on which a
particular person appears-whether it is a
regularly-aired show, a talk show, or a guest
appearance on another sitcom. 3 2 A viewer can
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rate each program with one to three thumbs up or
thumbs down, depending on how much he likes it.
TiVo compares what a viewer likes with preferences
of other TiVo users like in order to find additional
new shows that the viewer might like.' For
instance, if a viewer gives three thumbs up to "The
O.C.," TiVo may notice that most O.C. aficionados
also like "North Shore," and will record that as a
suggestion. The ability to analyze a TiVo user's
viewing habits in such detail seems dangerously close
to the ability that the court feared in DoubleClick-
that is, the ability to create an invasive profile of users
by putting isolated pieces of information together.
As mentioned earlierTiVo operates through
a user's telephone line.'34 While this phone line is
used primarily to download television schedules to
the box, it can also upload information back toTiVo. 3 s
In particular, the following types of information are
sent back toTiVo: the customer's ID number for the
TiVo service, times and dates when the TiVo box is
in use, and information as to which television
programs viewers watched.'36 While that type of
information may not seem out of the ordinary,
appearing similar to the Nielsen box and fairly
innocuous, researchers for the Privacy Foundation
intercepted a series of calls made from a TiVo unit
through the use of a connected laptop computer
for the purposes of determining exactly what
information TiVo was uploading during those daily
phone calls.'37 The researchers discovered that the
unit was logging any
change in volume and
channel. "38  This
information seems
highly unusual for a " The ability
digital television















participating families. TiVo, on the other hand,
conducts its data collecting much more
surreptitiously since viewers do nothing more
proactive than turn on the television before TiVo
begins to collect information on them.
In factTiVo recently signed a deal to provide
data to Nielsen Media Research. 39 Under the
agreement, TiVo supplies Nielsen with anonymous
data regarding the habits of subscribers who agree
to hand over their information. 40 One Nielsen
spokesman said that the next deal Nielsen reaches
with TiVo, or any other DVR supplier, will involve
more valuable demographic information about
viewers, such as age or sex.'4 ' Lee Tien, lead staff
attorney with the Electronic Frontier Foundation,
said that TiVo's deal with Nielsen "pushes the
envelope" when it comes to guarding its customers'
personal data because it threatens to remove the
anonymity from the data collected.'
42
J o.'ihe-reiror that Lu irks 00 n lhe
Consumers value the benefits that they reap
from advances in technology. However, many of
them also value their privacy. The question now is
whether the two are mutually exclusive, or whether
they can coexist.
to analyze a TiVo user's viewing
uch detail seems dangerously
ability that the court feared in
k-that is, the ability to create
e profile of users by putting iso-
s of information together. 9
Media Research is
specifically a data collection company, the viewers
must be especially proactive about "giving" their
television viewing data by pressing buttons to allow
the "box" to register who is watching the television.
Additionally Nielsen monetarily compensates
, iig Once, Gc~ig Tw ice , $Ddh
The lCaicte lffellig grgate D.)a
Beyond selling airtime, television providers
are now in the business of selling data and the use of
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data. Matthew Zinn,Vice President, general counsel,
and chief privacy officer of TiVo, Inc., submitted a
report to the Federal Trade Commission on May 3,
2001. In that report, TiVo disclosed that it sold
"aggregated Account Information and aggregated
Anonymous Viewing Information and any reports
or analyses derived therefrom, to third parties
including advertisers, broadcasters, consumer and
market research organizations, movie producers, and
other entertainment producers. 1
43
Given that there are privacy advocates who
quake at the thought of someone obtaining and selling
any sort of personal information, it is worth examining
the kinds of data being recorded, what is being done
with it, and what exactly is being sold. There are
several different ways in which aggregate data can
be gathered, held, and sold.
Service providers such as TiVo may wish to
do business with consumer data companies, offering
to upgrade either their anonymous data or PII with
analysis of click stream data (raw viewing data).' 44
In this case, both TiVo and the third party purchaser
of the data benefit from their arrangement.
If the service provider does not want to
sell viewer data to third parties, it might instead use
the data for "merge and purge" campaigns. The
provider will combine the collected data with data
that other companies have to offer for the sole
purpose of a mass mailing or a targeted television
ad campaign. 45 After such an effort, companies
destroy the combined data. 4 6 This allows them to
say, "We do not give information to third parties:'
while effectively handing them anything they want.
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Set top boxes use artificial intelligence
algorithms. 48 A box can start with the input of
several factors when viewers sign up for service.
49
For example, it can make public a user's age,
household size, marital status and number of children.
Software then records and analyzes each viewer's
click stream. ° This software can compare what
the individual users do with what people in the
general public are doing.'' The artificial intelligence
software attacks raw data from many users to find
patterns in the lifestyles and viewing habits of
subscribers. 2 This is the same type of software
at work on Amazon.com that suggests books other
Amazon.com users who read the book that the
consumer is contemplating enjoyed. 3
Since increased ratings mean more money
from advertisers, television networks who wish to
increase their ratings by offering more desirable
programming are interested in TiVo's data.
Advertisers are also willing to pay substantial sums
to discover what click stream data has to reveal-
down to the second-by-second information of how
long viewers are watching certain commercials, what
programs they are watching, and so on.5 4 This
information makes it possible for advertisers to
target viewers through changing the way they market
the product, along with strategically placing
advertising for certain items in a way that a group
shown more likely to purchase that item becomes
the targeted audience.' This information can also
be valuable for calculated product placement
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intrusion that is highly offensive to a reasonable
person."' The standard for "highly offensive" turns
on whether the plaintiff has a reasonable
expectation of privacy against that intrusion.5 8 Since
TiVo's sales of aggregate data do not disclose
TiVo's sale of aggregate d
thing that seems to fall j
the jurisdiction of any F
under the areas of lawA
above. 99
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a person's identity tied to their viewing habits, only
the viewing habits of a group of people generally,
even though an intrusion has occurred, it does not
seem that this would be found to be "highly
offensive."
However, it seems that the mere collection
of the data could be found to fall under the
protection of state tort law. It has been found in
cases involving illegal wiretaps or surveillance in
b b It is arguable, however, that
of data used in sales of aggre
different than when telephor
keep phone records which t
company can review or the
can subpoena at any time.
searches not authorized by a warrant based upon
probable cause violate the Fourth Amendment. 9
While the lack of a governmental actor may not
make it a constitutional violation, a person whose
phone conversations were intercepted or recorded
by a private party would still be able to bring a
cause of action against that party. 6 ° Although
interceptions of phone conversations seem more
invasive than tracking television viewing habits, there
is nevertheless something intrusive about how
closely TiVo can monitor users' television viewing
actions. It is arguable, however, that the collection
of data used in sales of aggregate data is no different
than when telephone companies keep phone
records which the telephone company can review
or the government can subpoena at any time. The
distinction that can be raised between the two
practices is that even if the government subpoenas
a person's phone records, the content of his
conversation is still private. However, in the case
of television, the mere act of revealing what a person
watches is telling in itself and necessarily not content
neutral.
There is no recourse under federal statutes
since the sale of aggregate data is specifically
excluded from regulation under the Cable Act.'6 '
The general sentiment seems to be that as long as
consumers' names are not tied to their personal
information, the infringement upon their private
sphere has not been egregious. TiVo executives
are quick to reassure consumers that they gather
information only in the aggregate, such as by ZIP
code, and that the habits of individual users will
remain anonymous. 62 TiVo also notes in their
privacy policy that the default privacy preferences
allow TiVo to "collect, use, and disclose Anonymous
V i e w i n g
I nformation." 163
However, a subscriber
may change his privacy
the collect*ion preferences either by
gatedataisno calling TiVo's toll-free
number or by writing
ne companies toTiVo.' 6 This default,
e tlopt-out rule places
the entire burden on
overnment the consumerto notify
TiVo that he does not




Super Bowl half-time show, Justin Timberlake tore
Janet Jackson's leather outfit at the finale of their
performance, baring her breast for a split second.
TiVo reported that this particular half-time stunt
was the most replayed moment not only of the
Super Bowl, but of all TV moments that the company
had ever measured.6 TiVo used its technology to
measure audience behavior among 20,000 users
during the Super Bowl revealing a 180 percent spike
in viewership at the time of the skin-baring
incident. 66 TiVo's release of this information
sparked headlines that "dramatically publicized the
power of the company's longstanding data-gathering
practices' 67 While there were TiVo subscribers
who were apprehensive upon learning about TiVo's
capabilities, TiVo spokespeople were quick to
respond that the company operated well within
established privacy standards. 68  However, they
were forced to admit that, "TiVo could conceivably
investigate an individual's viewing habits."'
69
S. Trackng theefleWson: P~rofling
the Customer
TiVo's ability to create detailed consumer
profiles is wholly different from its collection and
analysis of aggregate data. TiVo has the ability to
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acquire PHI from its subscrib
that any subscriber of
TiVo releases while first
subscribing to the
service. It can be
anything from a name,
to addresses, to credit
card numbers. There
are several things that
can be done with PII.
L o g
information and PHI can
be sent back to a
ers. PIH is information
central computer at
TiVo headquarters.'7 °
The user's viewing data
may or may not be separated from PII.' 7' Each
individual TiVo machine can use downloaded
algorithms to build profiles of users. 172 Content
for all profiles is sent out over broadband
connection. 173 The TiVo box then knows which
programs to record based on the profiles it
contains. 174 Software running at the server end can
also create the profile instead of software on the
individual TiVo box. I75 The implications of this are
that either the viewer's profile stays with the viewer
on the viewing end of the television, or at the service
provider end. It may be comforting for consumers
to know that at the moment, TiVo's practices leave
consumer profiles on the consumer's end. Section
two of TiVo's privacy policy explains, "in order for
your Receiver to provide you with Personal TV, it
will gather Personal Viewing Information when you
use it. Personal Viewing Information is stored on
your Receiver. ... All Personal Viewing Information
stays on the Receiver and does not get transmitted
to TiVo without your consent."
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The head office may have access to software
that can be installed on the TiVo box, or the server
end, which attaches tags to households and users.
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Marketing departments attach similar corresponding
tags to TV programs, parts of programs, and
commercials. 78 From there, advertising executives
can play the software as they would a video game-
instructing the system to show certain tailored
commercials in an attempt to target certain families
or family members.
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Some companies are purchasing third party
data from consumer research companies instead of
selling it.'80 SpotOn, for instance, is researching the
residents of Aurora, Colorado, trying to answer such
questions as "when will this person's auto lease run
out?" 8' When that data is collected in one database,
SpotOn will use it to send different commercials to
each household, tailored to their needs.
82
TiVo substantiates its collection of personal
viewing information with claims that it is used to,
"tune, schedule, record, and recommend programs
for you. The Receiver may also use this Personal
Viewing Information to select advertisements or
other promotions for you that you may be interested
in"' 1 83 The company also has an opt-in rule which
assumes that a consumer does not wish to
participate in data collection of his personal viewing
information absent express written consent.184
Of concern however, is that TiVo has made
it clear that its business model has very little to do
with selling boxes when it started to license its
technology to other manufacturers in order to boost
revenues.' 5 Given that the type and sophistication
of data that the boxes can collect is possibly far more
valuable in real dollars than the monthly fee that
TiVo charges, indicates that it has another revenue
stream - selling data on its subscribers' viewing habits.
When Supreme Court Justice-designate
Robert Bork's video rental habits became public
during his confirmation hearings, Congress passed a
law explicitly protecting the privacy of such
records.'86 TheVideo Act is the reason for programs
such as "Blockbuster Rewards" in which you are
implicitly"opting in" to release your data in exchange
for "free" gifts.'8' In Blockbuster's privacy policy, it
states that,"Blockbuster collects PII from Users when
voluntarily submitted by a User, for example when a
User participates in a sweepstakes or contest,
purchases products online, or registers on
blockbuster.com for an e-newsletter or other
individualized services."' 88 Included in the
"individualized services" mentioned is the
"Blockbuster Rewards" program discussed above.
"(TiVo has made it clear that its business
model has very little to do with selling
boxes when it started to license its tech-
nology to other manufacturers in or-
der to boost revenues."
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If such a high premium is placed on the private
nature of one's video rentals (i.e. the Video Act), it is
unclear why television viewing habits should not
merit the same elevated protections.
Increasingly, book purchase records are being
subpoenaed. 89  Prosecutors can use book
purchase records in various ways:' 90 to establish a
particular suspect's intent or motivation to commit
a crime;191 to establish that a crime has been
committed in the first place, distinguishing an
apparent accident from an intentional crime or
providing evidence of a longstanding conspiracy;92
to show that the suspect bought a "how to" manual
for illegal activity, and then meticulously followed it;
193
or to bolster the credibility of a witness planning to
testify against a defendant. 94 For example,
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr attempted to
subpoena Monica Lewinsky's book purchase records
from the Washington, D.C. bookstore Kramerbooks,
to show that she had bought a novel about phone
sex, hoping to corroborate Lewinsky's claim that she
had had phone sex with the President.'9 The use
of credit or debit cards in daily purchasing leaves a
paper trail that makes data collection and tracing
easily obtainable. While not everyone is investigated
on a national scale, a person never knows when his
data trail may come under scrutiny.
Due to First Amendment concerns, courts
currently require prosecutors to show a"compelling
need," and a close nexus between the subpoena and
the contemplated prosecution before they will
enforce a subpoena for bookstore purchase
records.'96 The "close nexus" standard is similar to
the requirement of "narrowly tailored" which is
applied in many constitutional law cases. This
requirement assesses whether the connection
between the case and the subpoena is direct and
obvious, or vague and unconvincing.
However, the danger lies in the possibility
that data trails may be subpoenaed in court
proceedings that are more germane to our everyday
lives. What we watch on television may be of
interest to an ex-spouse in a divorce proceeding
or custody battle. For example, is there a record of
late night Cinemax being watched on the TiVo? Is
someone in the household spending a lot of time in
front of the television, period? From there it might
be inferred who was at fault or who was not a
good parent. Even those who do not plan on
running for office or entering a custody battle
should be aware of how their personal preferences
are collected and the ways in which they can be
used against them.
The mere fact thatTiVo does not hold on to
consumer profiles atTiVo headquarters does nothing
to alleviate the fear that it has the ability to access
these profiles (the profile of customer's viewing
habits that is stored on the customer's end of the
television along with name, address, and credit card
number, or whatever other PII the customer
released to TiVo when first signing up for service)
and to release that information if the need ever arises
(due to a subpoena) or if their privacy policy ever
changes.
While TiVo's privacy policy at this time
purports to keep under wraps any sort of detailed
viewer profiles that are created in order to deliver
customized viewing for its consumers, there are too
many loopholes for the consumer public to rest easy
when it comes to its privacy. TiVo's privacy policy
also includes a standard clause that states that before
making a "substantial and material amendment" to
the privacy policy, consumers will be given notice of
and asked to consent to any of these changes in
their subscriber information collection, use, and
disclosure practices.'9 7 However, without defining
what a "substantial and material amendment" is, it is
difficult to decipher whether a decision to disclose
or even allow headquarters to begin accessing
personally identifiable viewing information will be
reported to consumers in a conspicuous manner.
The Video Programming Consumer Privacy
Protection Act of 2003, a bill presently sitting in
congressional committee, seeks to prohibit the
collection and disclosure of P11 by a commercial
entity to an un-affiliated third party without proper
notice and opportunity to opt-out.'98 Although this
behavior is already employed at TiVo, it would be
unwise to rely on presently existing and future ITV
providers to continue to impose the appropriate
restrictions upon themselves without being
mandated to do so. Alternatively, TiVo could
potentially be purchased by another company that
is more unscrupulous and aggressive in its data use.
The second loophole that has been left open
for TiVo is that its current privacy policies are not
regulated because its technology does not fit exactly
under the parameters of the Cable Act and its
protection of cable subscribers. Presently, there is
180
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a bill pending in Congress that proposes to extend
the CableAct's privacy protections to satellite service
carriers and distributors.'" Since it covers both cable
and satellite operators,
two of the leading
mediums in the ITV
industry,this bill would 66 Proposed
protect TiVo
subscribers as well as implemer
other ITV users. The





the hands of the
FTC.200 As of now, the Satellite Home Viewer
Extension and Reauthorization Act of 2004 has not
yet been enacted.
While an extremely ground-breaking piece
of legislation, the Satellite Home Viewer Extension
and Reauthorization Act of 2004 still leaves some
gaps with regard to ITV providers who use neither
satellite nor cable (for example, master antenna
television and multipoint distribution service).
Proposed privacy legislation should implement
broader language that will serve to include the
entire range of ITV providers.
While these significant pieces of legislation
have so far been left in committee, and while past
Congressional attempts to pass similar pieces of
legislation have been thwarted by burying these bills
in committee, technology continues to advance and
so does the threat to our privacy. The pieces are all
available; it would simply take an ITV provider finally
putting the available pieces together to finally
obliterate what small amount remains of our privacy.
If anything, the events of the 2004 Super Bowl half-
time show fiasco and the resulting media frenzy
coveringTiVo's capabilities should be enough to make
TiVo owners take notice and to urge their
representatives to revisit their efforts on these two
bills. It is imperative that these pieces of legislation
are passed. Additionally, consumers must remain
vigilant as the advancement of technology marches
on and continues to imperil our privacy, as well as
our security in knowing that, to some extent, we
can lead our lives as we see fit, away from the prying
eyes of unknown third parties.
To provide an additional safeguard,
consumers should have the option to file civil lawsuits
against companies that violate these bills' privacy
protections. This is currently being done with most
Do-Not-Call registries where violations of the law
privacy legislation should
it broader language that will
clude the entire range of ITV
are enforced by civil suits brought about by the
injured party, the Public Safety Commission, or the
attorney general's office. Penalties are not specified
but may include civil fines and injunctions. Similarly,
in order to give companies an incentive to honor
users' privacy rights, a similar right to file a civil
lawsuit should be available to DVR users.
As a final defense, an uncomplicated right
of access to a viewer's "profile" that has been
created by TiVo (in regards to their viewing habits)
should be created so that users of TiVo can look at
their profile and correct any inaccurate or
potentially embarrassing information.
The threat to our privacy increases as
technology continues to press forward. While most
of us will acknowledge that we are willing to trade
in certain personal privacies in return for the luxury
of convenience, it is still within our power and our
rights to protect, to the best of our abilities, as much
as our personal privacy as we can. However, it is at
our discretion to enable such vigilance. We must be
mindful that once we allow the threat to our privacy
to pass unchecked for too long, it may become too
late to reclaim what has been lost.
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